Bill Bril, Sports Editor

Similarities Starting Between Tech and FSU

One of my wife's best friends is a graduate and athletic employee of Virginia Tech who is currently setting the Virginia Tech at Tallahassee. I do not know just how appropriate that was at the time, but it certainly applies to Saturday's football game at Blacksburg between Tech and FSU.

The similarities are almost startling, right on down to the records, which are shocking. Here are the differences between Tech and the next schools, coached by 23-year-old men in their third year, struggling to make something out of what long since has been a long distance.

Tech has the only victory this season for the 15 games the two teams have played. Last year, things have been the same, but the score against Tech this season was only 17-13, which makes the margin 12 points in favor of Tech.

It will be of small consolation at this date, but one who is not a Tech fan probably thought that Saturday afternoon was not an unusual one, but Friday, instead, through no fault of his own.